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Mediation and Peace-Building

The Mediation Network for Northern Ireland was established in 1991 by a

Thegroup of individuals who had been organising mediation training since 1986.

Network promotes the use of Third Party intervention in disputes and supports

creative responses to conflict in Northern Ireland society.

began work as the Director (and first employee) of the MediationIn 1992,

Network. We now employ one other practitioner, an administrator and two full time

volunteers from the Mennonite Church (U.S.A.) In addition, we engage the

services of ten sessional workers, principally as trainers, and we provide various

support and guidance to about fifty practitioners across Northern Ireland. Within

the near future we will employ two additional practitioners and an executive officer..
The Mediation Network seeks to promote a culture of Third Party intervention

in conflict in Northern Ireland. We wish to foster an awareness that conflict can be.
'processed' in ways which are positive and helpful. For too long in our society,

people have lived with the notion that conflict offers two alternatives: the Fight or

Flight syndrome -a belief that if you are strong enough you can fight in conflict and,

if you feel too weak, you can take flight from it and engage in avoidance strategies.

After more than a quarter century of violent conflict, we aim to capitalise on a
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ensuring that peace-building becomes an organic phenomenon, at work at all

levels of our society rather than the traditional, narrow view of peace being

negotiated by political leaders alone.

should also like to say a word about meqiation as a rnethod of Non-

Violence.

Non-Violence is a belief that you can promote or defend Justice by serving

Truth in ways which respect the dignity and integrity of human beings.

As proponents of Non-Violent peace-building, mediators assume that in

each situation of conflict everyone has a perspective which is; valid and needs to be

understood. Therefore, mediation is about enabling those in conflict to

communicate with each other, to improve understandings ancj let Truth grow.

When Truth is properly served, it does its own great work.

Sectors of Work

The Mediation Network has chosen five sectors in whi(~h to work within

Northern Ireland society:

1. The Public Sector: training officials within state sponsored bodies such

as Housing and Social Work.

2. Politics: supporting creative dialogue among P91itical activists and

developing ideas about peace-building within the political sY:3tem.

3. The Justice S~stem: engaging the Police and Prison Service who are at

the coal-face of conflict in N. Ireland.
,

4. The Churches: providing opportunities for clergy to train and improve

their capacities to intervene in communal conflict. In this respect it is worth noting

that Northern Ireland has the highest rate of church attendanc:e in Europe and, of

course, religion is an historic theme of our conflict.

5. The Communit~: again, providing training to the voluntary sector and

supporting groups working in areas of Northern Ireland where Catholic and
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Methodolog.y

1 To facilitate communication

3.

4. To explore accommodations

sequence

develop more flexible ways of practising our trade..
2. Intermediation: More commonly we act as intermediaries, in situations

we undertake three tasks:
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this discussion we may give analyses. It will be recognised that because of our

contact with the other side (or sides) our's is an informed opirlion. We are therefore

able to infuse a 'Sense of the Other' to the discussion and thus encourage

'Inclusive Thinking' -a capacity to think of the situ.ation from the point of view of the

opponent.

Thirdly, Communication: we may take a message from one side to the other.

While a 'communication' is largely dictated by the disputants, we are careful to elicit

maximum positivity and appropriate expressions of respect. The tone of

communications becomes crucially important, with the mediator seeking to foster a

greater degree of mutual respect between the parties and if communication

progresses to the task of exploring accommodations, both sides are able to, in

effect, work together in search of a solution which is sensitive to both their needs.

We have used an Intermediation approach to our work in addressing the

Parades Conflict. As our experience has grown, have iderltified three important

factors which help to ensure the effectiveness of Intermediation:

A. 'Authoritative Engagement': both sides should feel (~onfident that they

speak with authority and can reasonably hope to deliver on any

arrangements which might ultimately be agreed.

B. ReciRrocit~: both sides should simultaneously engage in actions or

undertakings which take the conflict positiveiy forward. These might also be

regarded as Confidence-building measures..
C. Credible Communication: both sides should feel 'that communication,

They should also feel that theironce established, is beneficial and of value

integrity is protected.

3. Mediative Behaviour: The third category of mediation describes a wide

variety of activity, most of which is not formally recognised as mediation. It includes

the behaviour of ordinary citizens working effectively as third party interveners in
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In my experience,

my own beliefs and feelings.

luxury of: one's own attitudes and beliefs.

The Use of Outsid§r§

would di'vide them into a

number of categories.

people are not usually troublesome, though they can consumE~ valuable time.

Secondly, fixers or missionaries -people who come to ~)ort us out and solve

our problems. Such people are met with polite hospitality rather than honest

taken seriously.

Thirdly, pilgrims -people who come with a genuine sen~)e of respect for our

people and our conflict. These are most useful and have three vital functions:

1. To ask good questions.

2. To tell useful stories from elsewhere.

3. To learn from us in our complicated mess.

Clearly there is much to be gained from the cross-fertili2:ation of ideas and

experiences between people working in various conflictual situations across

Europe and elsewhere. In this respect, commend the work of REUNIR in their

efforts to promote greater awareness among theorists and pral:titioners in our field.


